Industry helps UROP
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ion when the amount of money is huge in returns pretty constant," said Wilson.

Increased corporate-sponsored research funding would help UROP. "We see

reflected in UROP the same increases that are seen in the rest of

MIT," commented MacVicar.

"In the past five years we've seen the co-op internship program

growing in Materials Science and Chemical Engineering, and the

Physics Undergraduate Summer [summer internship program],"

she added. However, "there really is more impact on the undergraduate program," said Richardson.

In addition to sponsored research, industry also supplies unrestricted funds which have been used to further MIT's research and education effort. In the Mechanical Engineering Department, a number of unrestricted gifts ranging from $3,500 to $20,000 were used to buy equipment for laboratories and bachelor's theses, according to Richardson.

Unrestricted funds have been used as seed money for research conducted by junior faculty and to aid curriculum development at the undergraduate level as well. "The amount of money isn't large, but we use it wisely in that it has a pretty big impact," Richardson concluded.


notes

All members of the MIT community are urged to donate blood at the Fall 1981 MIT-Red Cross Blood Drive. Donations will be taken from Wednesday, October 31, to Friday, November 6, at the MIT Student Center. Registration forms, which include times available for donations, are distributed throughout the campus. Please be sure to fill one of these out and drop it in any one of the interdepartmental mailboxes.

Blood Emergency!

Interdepartmental mailboxes. For more details, contact the TCA at x-7911 or 4112.


HELP WANTED

 Handy person wanted to work part-time 4 hours in Cambridge. Some wood cutting, painting, spackling, minor maintenance. Scheduled at mutual convenience. $4.50 per hour contract labor for all at 5:44

ENGLISH LESSONS

Intake by American teacher with European teaching experience. Preparation for all exams. GRE, TOEFL, MICHIGAN, CAMBRIDGE, etc. Also writing, editing. Telephone - Alan, 890-4953. evenings

PLUS JEEP value $2094. Sold for $831 at 802-961-8014 Ext 6533 for information on buying.

Typing/Editing


HELP WANTED

Does Sugarbush Valley for $500 reasonable? Sugarbush Valley. Club includes lodging, all meals, all sports and entertainment. Pipedes condo available. Call Tony at Olsen Office 413-532-9410 collect for more information.

OUR DESK'S TOO CLEAN WITHOUT IT! - Lightly used, asking for $150. Ask for Tony. Size: 54 x 36, ask for Tony.
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